Bob cuts a pizza into slices of not necessarily equal size and shares it with Alice by alternately taking turns. One slice is taken in each turn. The first turn is Alice's. She may choose any of the slices. In all other turns only those slices can be chosen that have a neighbor slice already eaten. We prove a conjecture of Peter Winkler by showing that Alice has a strategy for obtaining 4/9 of the pizza. This is best possible, that is, there is a cutting and a strategy for Bob to get 5/9 of the pizza. We also give a characterization of Alice's best possible gain depending on the number of slices. For a given cutting of the pizza, we describe a linear time algorithm that computes Alice's strategy gaining at least 4/9 of the pizza and another algorithm that computes the optimal strategy for both players in any possible position of the game in quadratic time. We distinguish two types of turns, shifts and jumps. We prove that Alice can gain 4/9, 7/16 and 1/3 of the pizza if she is allowed to make at most two jumps, at most one jump and no jump, respectively, and the three constants are the best possible.
Introduction
Peter Winkler posed the following problem at the conference Building Bridges, honouring the 60th birthday of László Lovász, in Budapest in 2008. Bob and Alice are sharing a pizza. Bob cuts the pizza into slices of not necessarily equal size. Afterwards they take turns alternately to divide it among themselves. One slice is taken in each turn. In the first turn Alice takes any slice. In the forthcoming turns one may take a slice if it is adjacent to some previously taken slice. This is called the Polite Pizza Protocol. In every turn, except of the very first and the very last one, one may choose between two slices. How much of the pizza can Alice gain? It is mentioned in [2] that D. Brown considered this problem already in 1996.
The pizza after Bob's cutting may be represented by a circular sequence P = p 0 p 1 . . . p n−1 and by the sizes |p i | ≥ 0 for (i = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1); for simplicity of notation, throughout the paper we do not separate the elements of (circular) sequences by commas. The size of P is defined by |P | := n−1 i=0 |p i |. Throughout the paper the indices are counted modulo n.
Bob can easily ensure for himself |P |/2. For example, he may cut the pizza into an even number of slices of equal size. Then Bob always obtains exactly 1/2 of the pizza. Peter Winkler found out that Bob can actually get 5|P |/9 if he cuts the pizza properly-see Theorems 4 and 5 for such cuttings. The main aim of this paper is to show a strategy of Alice ensuring her at least 4|P |/9.
For 1 < j ≤ n, if one of the players chooses a slice p i in the (j − 1)-st turn and the other player chooses p i−1 or p i+1 in the j-th turn, then the j-th turn is called a shift, otherwise it is called a jump. Except of the first and the last turn, there are two choices in each turn and exactly one of them is a shift and the other one is a jump. The last turn is always a shift.
If some strategy of a player allows the player to make at most j jumps, then we call it a j-jump strategy. We remark that given a circular sequence P of length n, Alice has exactly n zero-jump strategies on P , determined by Alice's first turn.
Let Σ be a particular strategy of one of the players. We say that Σ is a strategy with gain g if it guarantees the player a subset of slices with the sum of their sizes at least g. Note that according to this definition, if Σ is a strategy with gain g then it is also a strategy with gain g ′ for any g ′ ≤ g. If the number of slices is even, Alice has the following zero-jump strategy with gain |P |/2. She partitions the slices of the pizza into two classes, even and odd, according to their parity in P . In the first turn Alice takes a slice from the class with the sum of slice sizes at least |P |/2. In all her forthcoming turns she makes shifts, thus forcing Bob to eat from the other class in each of his turns.
Here is our main result.
Theorem 1. For any P , Alice has a two-jump strategy with gain 4|P |/9.
More generally, we determine Alice's guaranteed gain for any given number of slices. Moreover, Alice has a zero-jump strategy with gain g(n)|P | when n is even or n ≤ 7, she has a one-jump strategy with gain g(n)|P | for n ∈ {9, 11, 13}, and she has a two-jump strategy with gain g(n)|P | for n ∈ {15, 17, 19, . . . }.
If we make a restriction on the number of Alice's jumps we get the following results. Due to Theorem 2, the following theorem describes all minimal cuttings for which Bob has a strategy with gain 5|P |/9. Theorem 4. For any ω ∈ [0, 1], Bob has a one-jump strategy with gain 5|P |/9 if he cuts the pizza into 15 slices as follows: P ω = 0010100(1 + ω)0(2 −ω)00202. These cuttings describe, up to scaling, rotating and flipping the pizza upside-down, all the pizza cuttings into 15 slices for which Bob has a strategy with gain 5|P |/9.
For ω = 0 or ω = 1, the cutting in Theorem 4 has slices of only three different sizes 0, 1, 2. If all the slices have the same size, then Alice always gets at least half of the pizza. But two different slice sizes are already enough to obtain a cutting with which Bob gets 5/9 of the pizza.
Theorem 5. Up to scaling, rotating and flipping the pizza upside-down, there is a unique pizza cutting into 21 slices of at most two different sizes for which Bob has a strategy with gain 5|P |/9. The cutting is 001010010101001010101.
In Section 7 we describe a linear-time algorithm for finding Alice's twojump strategy with gain g(n)|P | guaranteed by Theorem 2.
Theorem 6. There is an algorithm which, given a cutting of the pizza with n slices, performs a precomputation in time O(n). Then, during the game, the algorithm decides each of Alice's turns in time O(1) in such a way that Alice makes at most two jumps and her gain is at least g(n)|P |.
There is also a straightforward quadratic-time dynamic algorithm finding optimal strategies for each of the two players.
Claim 7.
There is an algorithm which, given a cutting of the pizza with n slices, computes an optimal strategy for each of the two players in time O(n 2 ). The algorithm stores an optimal turn of the player on turn for all the n 2 − n + 2 possible positions of the game.
We remark that, unlike in Theorem 1, the number of Alice's jumps in her optimal strategy cannot be bounded by a constant. In fact, it can be as large as ⌊n/2⌋ − 1 for n ≥ 2 (see Observation 28 in Section 8). A similar statement holds for the number of Bob's jumps in his optimal strategy.
The following question is still open.
Problem 1. Is there an algorithm which uses o(n 2 ) time for some precomputations and then computes each optimal turn in constant time?
We remark that we even don't know if Alice's optimal first turn can be computed in time o(n 2 ). For a given number n of slices, the considered game can be seen as a game on a graph G = C n , where each vertex is assigned a weight (size) and the two players alternately remove the vertices in such a way that the following two equivalent conditions are satisfied: (1) the subgraph of G induced by the removed vertices is connected during the whole game, (2) the subgraph of G induced by the remaining vertices is connected during the whole game. We could consider any finite connected graph G instead of C n . If one of the conditions (1) and (2) is required and Bob can choose both G and the weights of the vertices, then he can ensure (almost) the whole weight to himself; see Fig. 1 . Analogous results hold even if G has to be 2-connected and either one of conditions (1) and (2) or both (1) and (2) are required. If condition (2) is required then Bob can choose the graph depicted in Fig. 2 . In the other two cases Bob can choose the following k-connected graph (for any given k ≥ 2): Take a large even cycle and replace each vertex in it by a 2⌈k/4⌉-clique. Assign weight 1 to one vertex in every other 2⌈k/4⌉-clique, and weight 0 to all the other vertices of the graph. Here are two other possibilities how to generalize Winkler's problem: One can consider versions in which each of the players takes some given number of slices (vertices) in each turn. Jarik Nešetřil proposed to consider the game on k disjoint circular pizzas.
Independently of us and approximately at the same time, K. Knauer, P. Micek and T. Ueckerdt [2] also proved Theorem 1 and some related results.
The paper is organized as follows. Theorem 1 is proved in Section 2. Section 3 contains examples of cuttings showing that the constant 4/9 in Theorem 1 cannot be improved. Section 4 is devoted to the proof of Theorem 2. Theorems 4 and 5 are proved in Section 5. Section 6 contains the proof of Theorem 3. The algorithms from Theorem 6 and Claim 7 are described in Sections 7 and 8, respectively.
The lower bound
When the number of slices is even, Alice can always gain at least |P |/2. Here we prove the lower bound on her gain when n ≥ 3 is odd.
Preliminaries
If the number of slices is odd, instead of the circular sequence P = p 0 p 1 . . . p n−1 we will be working with the related circular sequence V = v 0 v 1 . . . v n−1 = p 0 p 2 . . . p n−1 p 1 p 3 . . . p n−2 that we call the characteristic cycle (see Figure 3) . The size of the characteristic cycle is denoted by |V |. Clearly |V | = |P |. An arc is a sequence of at most n − 1 consecutive elements of V . If we talk about the first or the last element of an arc, we always consider it with respect to the linear order on the arc inherited from the characteristic cycle V . For an arc X = v i v i+1 . . . v i+l−1 , its length is l(X) := l and its size is |X| = i+l−1 j=i |v j |. An arc of length (n + 1)/2 is called a half-circle. Figure 4 shows an example of a game on V . The slice taken in the i-th turn is labeled by the initial letter of the player with i in the subscript. At any time during a game, a player may decide to make only shifts further on. The player will take one or two arcs of the characteristic cycle afterwards. An example of such a game when Alice decided to make no more jumps is depicted on Figure 5 (slices taken before the decision point are labeled with * , and selected pairs of slices neighboring in the original pizza are connected by dashed segments). The slices she took after the decision point are forming two arcs that are separated in between by some arc of previously taken slices. * * * * * * 
Figure 5: Situation before Bobs turn with the two possible options marked by arrows (left) and two of the possible ends of the game where Alice made no more jumps (middle and right). Proof. We will show by induction that before any Bob's turn B j+2k+1 , the slices taken by him in turns B j+1 , . . . , B j+2k−1 form two arcs Z 1 and Z 2 such that Z = Z 1 T 2 Z 2 is an arc and his two possible moves are on the two neighbors of Z. This is true for B j+1 and by induction if this is true before B j+2k+1 , then Bob takes for B j+2k+1 one of the two neighbors of Z and If Bob decides to make only shifts for the rest of the game, he takes one arc afterwards. Namely, if there are two arcs of already taken slices in V at his decision point, then the arc that will be taken by Bob is neighboring these two arcs at both of its ends (see Figure 6 ). Proof. Similarly to the proof of Observation 8, it is easy to prove by induction that if Bob played B j+1 on R 1 , then before each Alice's turn, the two slices available for her are from R 2 .
Observation 8. Consider a position after Alice's turn
A j , j = 1, n. We have V = T 1 R 1 T 2 R 2 , where ℓ(T 1 ) = ℓ(T 2 ) + 1 = (j + 1)/2, ℓ(R 1 ) = ℓ(R 2 ),Z ′ := Z ∪ BA 9 R 1 R 2 T 2 T 1 R 1 R 2 T 2 T 1 * * * R 1 R 2 T 1 T 2
Observation 9. Consider a position after Alice's turn
A j , j = 1, n. We have V = T 1 R 1 T 2 R 2 , where ℓ(T 1 ) = ℓ(T 2 ) + 1 = (j + 1)/2, ℓ(R 1 ) = ℓ(R 2 ),
Minimal triples
For each v in V the potential of v is the minimum of the sizes of half-circles covering v. The maximum of the potentials in V is the potential of V , which we further denote by p(V ). It is an immediate conclusion that Alice has a strategy with gain p(V ) because by choosing an element with potential equal to p(V ) and making only shifts afterwards Alice obtains at least p(V ). Therefore we may assume that p(V ) < |V |/2.
A covering triple of half-circles is a triple of half-circles such that each element of V appears in at least one of the three half-circles. In Claim 12 we show that under the previous assumption no two half-circles coincide. Otherwise we allow two half-cirles to be equal in the covering triple. A covering triple is minimal if it contains a half-circle of minimum size (among all n half-circles), all half-circles forming the triple have size at most p(V ) and none of them may be replaced in the triple by a half-circle of strictly smaller size.
Claim 10. Each half-circle of minimum size lies in at least one minimal triple.
Proof. Take a half-circle H 1 of minimum size. Consider v k and v k+(n−3)/2 the two uncovered elements neighboring H 1 . Let H 2 be the half-circle of size at most p(V ) that covers v k and as many elements of V not covered by H 1 as possible. We define H 3 in the same way for v k+(n−3)/2 . The above triple of half-circles covers V . If it is not the case, then take an uncovered element v. Consider a half-circle H that has minimal size among half-circles covering v. At least one of v k and v k+(n−3)/2 is covered by H. This contradicts the choice of H 2 or H 3 . So we get that the given triple of half-circles forms a covering triple. Now while any of the half-circles can be replaced in the triple by a half-circle of strictly smaller size, we replace it. Obviously H 1 won't be replaced as it is a half-circle of minimum size. Consequently the triple we get is a minimal triple.
Observation 11. If the size of a half-circle in a minimal triple is z then
Alice has a zero-jump strategy with gain z.
Proof. As in a minimal triple all half-circles are of size at most p(V ) and Alice has a zero-jump strategy with gain p(V ), the statement of the observation follows. 
Proof. If two of the three half-circles in a minimal triple are equal then V can be covered by two half-circles of the triple. Since each half-circle in the triple has size at most p(V ), the total size of the pizza is at most 2p(V ) < |V |, a contradiction. If at least one of B, D, F has length 0, we argue exactly in the same way. 
We have l(ABC) + l(EF
The other two equalities are analogous.
An auxiliary one-jump strategy
Throughout this section we assume that p(V ) < |V |/2. We fix any minimal triple T of half-circles. By Claim 12, it yields a partition of V into six arcs A, B, C, D, E, F such that the half-circles in the triple are ABC, CDE, EF A (see Figure 7) . We further use the notation a := |A|, b := |B|, etc.
We define a median slice of an arc
Observe that any arc of positive length has at least one median slice.
Claim 13. Alice has a one-jump strategy for V with gain
Proof. By Claim 12 we have that l(B) > 0. In the first turn Alice takes a median slice v k of B. Consequently Bob is forced to start in E. He may take the element v k+(n−1)/2 or v k+(n+1)/2 . Alice makes only shifts while the shift implies taking an element of B. In the meantime Bob necessarily takes elements from E. In the turn, when Alice's shift would imply taking an element outside of B, Alice makes a jump instead. In that moment some initial arc E 0 of E starting from the boundary of E is already taken. Let E 1 be the remaining part (subarc) of E. Alice takes the available element of E 1 . There exists such an element as the length of B is one less than the length of E and the neighborhood of B is E. She makes only shifts afterwards. All the elements taken by her after the jump form two arcs X 1 and X 2 , each of them neighboring E 0 (see Figure 8) . The half-circle X 1 E 0 X 2 can replace either CDE or EF A in the fixed minimal triple. Thus due to the minimality of the triple, the size of X 1 X 2 is always at least the size of either CD or F A. As Alice obtained at least the half of B before the jump, in the end she gains at least b/2 + min{c + d, f + a}. 
Alice chooses a jump rather than a shift (left) and makes no more jumps afterwards (right).
Corollary 14. Alice has a one-jump strategy for V with gain
Proof. By Claim 13 Alice has a strategy with gain b/2 + min{c + d, f + a}.
Without loss of generality we may assume this sum is
Alice also has a strategy with gain g 2 := e + f + a by Observation 11. Combining the two results Alice has a gain max{g 1 ,
A two-jump strategy
Throughout this subsection we assume that p(V ) < |V |/2 and that V is partitioned into six arcs A, . . . , F in the same way as in the previous subsection.
In this subsection we describe a strategy satisfying the following claim.
Claim 15. Alice has a two-jump strategy for V with gain
b/2+e/4+min{c+ d, f + a} if p(V ) < |V |/2.
Two phases of the game
. . v j+∆+1 obtained by concatenating the arcs B and E.
Let H be a half-circle of V ′ containing v j . Then its size is not smaller than the size of E, since otherwise the half-circle CDE of V could be replaced in the minimal triple T by a half-circle of smaller size-namely by the half-circle formed by the slices contained in CD and in H.
Similarly, if H is a half-circle of V ′ containing v j+∆+1 , then its size is also not smaller than the size of E. Since each half-circle of
Otherwise, by Corollary 14 (applied on V ′ ), Alice has a one-jump strategy Σ for V ′ with gain b/2 + e/4 (we use the fact that E is a half-circle of V ′ of minimum size, and therefore it is contained in a minimal triple yielding a partition of
. Briefly speaking, Alice's strategy on V follows the strategy Σ as long as it is possible, then Alice makes one jump and after that she makes only shifts till the end of the game. In the rest of this subsection (Subsection 2.4), we consider a game G on V . We divide the turns of G into two phases. The first phase of G is the phase when Alice follows the strategy Σ and it ends with Bob's turn. Alice's first turn which does not follow (and actually cannot follow) the strategy Σ is the first turn of the second phase of G. It is always a jump and all the other turns of Alice in the second phase are shifts.
We now describe Alice's strategy in each of the two phases of G in detail.
Alice's strategy in the first phase
As mentioned above, Alice has a one-jump strategy Σ for V ′ with gain b/2 + e/4. We now distinguish two cases.
Case 1: The strategy Σ is a zero-jump strategy. Let the first turn in the zero-jump strategy Σ be on a slice q ∈ V ′ . The first turn could be also on any other point of V ′ with the same or larger potential. Observe that the potentials of the slices in V ′ are e on E and at least e on B. Therefore we may assume that q lies in B.
In the game G, Alice makes her first turn also on q. In the second turn Bob can choose between two slices in E. In the subsequent turns Alice makes shifts as long as Bob's previous turn was neither on the first nor on the last slice of E. Consider all slices taken by Bob up to any fixed moment during the first phase of the game G. They always form a subarc of E (and the slices taken by Alice form a subarc of B). The first turn in which Bob takes the first or the last slice of E is the last turn of the first phase. Note that after that Alice's shift would be either on the last slice of A or on the first slice of C (see Figure 10) . But Alice makes a jump and this jump is the first turn of the second phase. Note that this jump is in E (see Figure 10) .
Case 2: The strategy Σ is not a zero-jump strategy. Following the proof of Corollary 14, we may suppose that Σ is the strategy which we describe below.
By Claim 10, the half-circle E of minimum size is contained in some minimal triple T ′ of half-circles of V ′ . The triple T ′ determines a partition of V ′ into six arcs A ′ , B ′ , . . . , F ′ in the same way as T determined a partition of V into A, B, . . . , F . We may suppose that
We may suppose that the size of B ′ is positive, since otherwise one of the half-circles
′ has size at least b/2 + e/2 and thus Alice has a zero-jump strategy for V ′ with gain b/2 + e/2, allowing us to use the above Case 1.
In the first turn Alice takes a median slice of B ′ . Then in the second turn Bob can choose between two slices of E ′ . In the subsequent turns Alice makes shifts as long as Bob's previous turn was neither on the first nor on
A 11 B 10 E Figure 10 : After the end of first phase, Alice chooses a jump rather than a shift (two examples shown).
the last slice of E ′ . In each moment in this part of the game Bob's turns form a subarc of E ′ . At the first instance when Bob takes the first or the last slice of E ′ , Alice makes a jump which is always in E ′ (see Figure 11 ). Note that so far the game was an analogue of the first phase in Case 1, with B
′ and E ′ in place of B and E, respectively. After her first jump Alice makes shifts as long as Bob's previous turn was neither on the first nor on the last slice of E. Note that Bob's turns in this part of the game are in E (see Fig. 11 ). At the first instance when Bob takes the first or the last slice of E, Alice makes a jump which is already the first turn of the second phase. This jump is necessarily in E (see Figure 11 ).
Alice's strategy in the second phase
Alice's strategy in the second phase is very simple. Above we describe the first phase and also the first turn of the second phase which is always a jump done by Alice. In the rest of the second phase Alice makes only shifts.
Analysis of Alice's gain
Since the first phase of G ends by Bob's turn on the first or on the last slice of E, we may suppose without loss of generality that it ends with Bob's turn on v j . Then the part of V removed in the first phase of G is a union of some initial subarc B 0 of B and some initial subarc E 0 of E. Let E 1 be the arc formed by the slices of E not taken in the first phase of G, thus E = E 0 E 1 , and let e 1 := |E 1 |. In her jump at the beginning of the second phase of G, Alice takes the first slice of E 1 .
A 7 
A 5 E Figure 11 : During the first phase, Alice makes a jump rather than a shift (left) and then she makes an other jump after the end of the first phase (right).
By Observation 8, all the slices taken by Alice in the second phase of G form two arcs X 1 and X 2 such that X 1 E 0 X 2 is a half-circle of V (see Figure 8 ). Since none of the half-circles CDE and EF A can be replaced in the triple T by a half-circle of a strictly smaller size, the sum |X 1 | + |X 2 | achieves its minimum either for X 1 = CD and X 2 = E 1 , or for l(X 1 ) = 0 and X 2 = E 1 F A. Thus, the portion collected by Alice in the second phase of G is at least e 1 + min{c + d, f + a}. Now, consider an auxiliary game G ′ on V ′ consisting of two phases defined as follows. The turns in the first phase of G ′ are exactly the same as the turns in the first phase of G (this is a correct definition, as all turns in the first phase of G are in B ∪ E and the first or the last slice of E is taken only at the very end of the first phase). In the second phase of G ′ , both Alice and Bob make only shifts.
We claim that Alice actually follows the one-jump strategy Σ in the whole game G ′ . This is obvious in the first phase of G ′ . Further, if Σ is a zero-jump strategy then Alice clearly follows Σ also in the second phase of the game G ′ . Otherwise Alice makes her only jump in the first phase of the game (see Case 2 in Paragraph 2.4.2) and thus again she follows Σ also in the second phase of G ′ . By Observation 9, Alice collects exactly the slices of E 1 in the second phase of G ′ . Thus, if g denotes the portion collected by Alice in the first phase of G ′ then g + e 1 is her portion in the whole game G ′ . Since the strategy Σ guarantees gain b/2 + e/4 to Alice, we get g + e 1 ≥ b/2 + e/4.
Alice's portion in the whole game G is at least g+(e 1 +min{c+d, f +a}) ≥ b/2 + e/4 + min{c + d, f + a}, which completes the proof of Claim 15.
Proof of the lower bound
Proof of Theorem 1. If the number of slices is even then Alice has a zerojump strategy with gain |P |/2.
We further suppose that the number of slices is odd. We consider the characteristic circle V . If p(V ) ≥ |V |/2 then Alice has a zero-jump strategy with gain |V |/2 = |P |/2.
Suppose now that p(V ) < |V |/2. Then V may be partitioned into six arcs A, . . . , F as in Claim 12. Without loss of generality, we may assume that a + b + c ≤ c + d + e ≤ e + f + a. Thus, a + b ≤ d + e and c + d ≤ f + a. By Observation 11, Alice has a zero-jump strategy with gain
By Claim 15, Alice has a two-jump strategy with gain
By an analogue of Claim 15, Alice also has a two-jump strategy with gain
One of the three strategies gives gain max{g 1 , g 2 , g 3 } ≥ (3g 1 + 4g 2 + 2g 3 )/9 = (5a + 4b + 9c/2 + 4d + 4e + 4f )/9 = (4|P | + a + c/2)/9 ≥ 4|P |/9.
The upper bound
In this section we show a strategy for Bob that guarantees him 5/9 of the pizza. Then Bob has to cut the pizza into an odd number of slices, since otherwise Alice has a strategy with gain |P |/2, as was observed in the introduction. Before each turn of Bob, the number of the remaining slices is even. The sequence of all the remaining slices can be then written as Proof. The size of the pizza is 18 which means that Bob wants to get slices with sum of sizes at least 10. We consider all possible first moves of Alice: 2. Alice takes a zero slice located between a zero slice and a nonzero slice. This leads to a0a00b0b00c0c0
and Bob gets max{|K|, |L|} = max{2a + 2c, 2b} = 2a + 2c ≥ 10.
3. Alice takes a nonzero slice. The situation is then 0a00b0b00c0c00.
Bob now takes the rightmost slice and then makes shifts until he either takes a or the two slices c. This leads to three possible cases:
(a) 00b0b00c0c0, (b) 00b0b00c0, (c) 0a00b0b00.
After Alice takes one of the available zero slices, we use Observation 16 to show that the gain of Bob in these three cases is (a) a + max{|K|, |L|} = a + max{2b, 2c}, (b) a + c + max{|K|, |L|} = a + c + max{2b, c} = a + c + 2b, (c) 2c + max{|K|, |L|} = 2c + max{2b, a} = 2c + 2b.
In any of the three cases and for any bijective assignment of the values 2, 3 and 4 to a, b and c, Bob gets slices of total size at least 10.
Corollary 18. For any ω ∈ [0, 1], Bob has a one-jump strategy with gain 5|P |/9 if he cuts the pizza into 15 slices as follows: P ω = 0010100(1+ω)0(2− ω)00202.
Proof. The claim holds for ω = 1/2, since P 1/2 is a scale-down of the pizza considered in Claim 17. Clearly, if some slices of P 1/2 have total size at least 5 then also the corresponding slices of P ω , ω ∈ [0, 1], have total size at least 5. Therefore, Bob can ensure gain 5|P ω |/9 = 5 for P ω , ω ∈ [0, 1], with the same strategy as for P 1/2 .
In Section 4 we show that Bob has no strategy with gain 5|P |/9 for pizza cuttings with fewer than 15 slices. Moreover, in Section 5 we show that Corollary 18 describes essentially all cuttings into 15 slices that guarantee Bob 5/9 of the pizza.
Claim 19. For any odd n ≥ 15, Bob has a one-jump strategy with gain 5|P |/9 using some cutting of the pizza into n slices.
Proof. For n = 15 the claim follows from Claim 17. For larger n, we take the cutting P from Claim 17 and add n − 15 zero slices between some two consecutive zero slices in the sequence.
If Alice starts in one of the added slices, then the situation is similar to the case 2 of the proof of Claim 17. The only difference is that there might be additional zeros at the beginning and at the end of the sequence. But these zeros either do not change the values of |K| and |L| or swap the two values. Thus Bob can get max{|K|, |L|} = 10.
Otherwise Bob uses the strategy from the proof of Claim 17. In cases 1, 2, the even number of consecutive newly added zero slices does not change the value of max{|K|, |L|} and Bob can thus get slices of total size 10. In case 3, Alice first takes the slice of size a. The even number of added zero slices does not change the fact that before she is able to take any other nonzero slice, Bob takes either the slice of size a or the two slices of size c. After this, the value of max{|K|, |L|} is the same as in the proof of Claim 17. 
Proof (sketch).
The proof can be done by a case analysis similar to the one in the proof of Claim 17. The claim can also be checked with a computer program based on the algorithm from Section 8.
Fixed number of slices
Here we prove Theorem 2. The theorem is trivial for n = 1 and easy for n even as observed in the introduction. Further, the theorem for n ∈ {15, 17, 19, . . . } follows from Theorem 1 and Claim 17. An upper bound g(n) ≤ 1/2 for any n ≥ 2 can be seen on the pizza 1100 . . . 00. It remains to show that Alice has a one-jump strategy with gain 1/2 for any pizza p 1 p 2 . . . p n , where n is odd and 3 ≤ n ≤ 13.
Let n be odd and let 3 ≤ n ≤ 13. We partition the characteristic cycle V = v 1 v 2 . . . v n into six arcs A, B, . . . , E in the same way as in Section 2. We may suppose that each of the six arcs has a positive length, since otherwise Alice has a zero-jump strategy with gain |P |/2 (by Claim 12). Therefore, as l(A) = l(D) + 1, l(C) = l(F ) + 1 and l(E) = l(B) + 1, and n ≤ 13, at least one of the arcs B, D, F has length at most 1 (and hence, exactly 1). Due to the symmetries, it therefore suffices to prove the following claim: Proof. First we describe a one-jump strategy with gain b + min{c + d, f + a}. Alice's first turn in the strategy is on the only slice of B. Recall that l(E) = l(B) + 1 = 2. Bob can choose between the two slices of E in the second turn.
Alice takes the other slice of E in the third turn of the game. In the rest of the game, Alice makes only shifts, thus collecting slices of some pair of arcs X 1 and X 2 such that X 1 EX 2 is a half-circle (see Figure 8 ). Since none of the half-circles CDE and EF A can be replaced in the triple T by a half-circle of a strictly smaller size, the sum |X 1 | + |X 2 | achieves its minimum either for X 1 = CD and X 2 = ∅, or for X 1 = ∅ and X 2 = F A. Thus, the portion collected by Alice in the whole game is at least
By two applications of Observation 11, Alice also has a zero-jump strategy with gain g 2 := max{c + d + e, e + f + a}.
One of the two strategies is a one-jump strategy with gain
Cuttings into 1and 21 slices
Here we prove that Bob's cuttings described in Section 3 include all pizza cuttings into 15 and into at most 21 slices where he gets his best possible gain. Theorem 2 implies the minimality of 15 slices as well. Proof. Suppose Bob cuts the pizza into 15 slices so that Alice cannot gain more than 4|P |/9. It follows that p(V ) ≤ 4/9 < 1/2. By Claim 12, the characteristic cycle can be partitioned into non-empty arcs A, B, C, D, E, F such that ABC, CDE and EF A form a minimal triple. Following the proof of Theorem 1, we assume without loss of generality that a+ b+ c ≤ c + d + e ≤ e+ f + a and we consider the same three strategies with gains g 1 , g 2 and g 3 . Combining the assumption g 1 , g 2 , g 3 ≤ 4|P |/9 with the inequalities (3g 1 + 4g 2 + 2g 3 ) ≥ (4|P | + a + c/2)/9 ≥ 4|P |/9 we get equalities everywhere. Consequently, g 1 = g 2 = g 3 = 4|P |/9 and a = c = 0. This, in particular, implies that e + f = b/2 + e/4 + d = f /2 + b = 4|P |/9. Now we show that e = 0. Applying Claim 21 three times, we get that l(B) = l(D) = l(F ) = 2 and l(A) = l(C) = l(E) = 3. Particularly, the length of the circular sequence V ′ obtained by concatenating arcs B and E is 5. Hence, by Theorem 2, Alice has a strategy with gain b/2 + e/2 on V ′ . Following the proof of Claim 15 we get a two-jump strategy on V with gain b/2 + e/2 + c + d = g 2 + e/2 = 4|P |/9 + e/2. Therefore e = 0.
It follows that f = 4|P |/9, b = 2|P |/9 and d = 3|P |/9. If one of the two slices in B had size greater than |P |/9, then by the proof of Claim 13 Alice would have a one-jump strategy with gain greater than |P |/9+c+d = 4|P |/9. It follows that both slices in B have size exactly |P |/9. Similarly, using an analogue of Claim 13, we conclude that both slices in F have size exactly 2|P |/9 and both slices in D have size at most 2|P |/9.
Lemma 23. Let P = p 1 p 2 . . . p n be a cutting of a pizza into an odd number of slices for which Bob has a strategy with gain g ≥ |P |/2. Let x = min i∈{1,2,...,n} |p i | and let Proof. Let Σ be Bob's strategy for the cutting P with gain g ≥ |P |/2. For the cutting P ′ , Bob uses the same strategy Σ. In this way he is guaranteed to get a subset Q ′ ⊂ P ′ of (n − 1)/2 slices such that the corresponding subset Q ⊂ P has size at least g. Therefore, Bob's gain is
Since |P ′ | = |P | − xn, we have to show that (g − x(n − 1)/2)|P | > g(|P | − xn) which is equivalent to x(n − 1)|P |/2 < xng. The last inequality follows directly from the assumptions g ≥ |P |/2 and x > 0. Proof. Let P be a cutting of the pizza into n ≤ 21 slices of at most two different sizes for which Bob has a strategy with gain 5|P |/9. If n is even, then Alice has a (zero-jump) strategy with gain |P |/2. If all slices have positive size, then by Theorem 1 and Lemma 23, Bob has no strategy with gain 5|P |/9. Therefore n is odd and at least one slice in P has size 0. So we can without loss of generality assume that each slice has size 0 or 1. Now we proceed exactly as in the proof of Claim 22, up to the point where we are showing that e = 0. After we apply Claim 21 (three times), we only conclude that l(B), l(D), l(F ) ≥ 2 and consequently l(A), l(C), l(E) ≥ 3. The length of the circular sequence V ′ obtained by concatenating arcs B and E is then at most 11. The rest of the argument that e = 0 is exactly the same as in the proof of Claim 22. We also conclude that f = 4|P |/9, d = 3|P |/9 and b = 2|P |/9. Since the numbers f, d and b are non-negative integers, their sum must be a positive multiple of 9. Since l(F ) + l(D) + l(B) ≤ 12 and the size of each arc is bounded by its length, we have |P | = 9, f = 4, d = 3 and b = 2. Consequently, l(F ) ≥ 4, l(D) ≥ 3, l(B) ≥ 2 and l(C) ≥ 5, l(A) ≥ 4, l(E) ≥ 3. Since l(A) + · · · + l(F ) ≤ 21, none of these six inequalities may be strict. Therefore A = 0000, B = 11, C = 00000, D = 111, E = 000 and F = 1111.
One-jump strategies
The main aim of this section is to prove Theorem 3.
The following corollary proves Theorem 3 (a).
Corollary 25. Alice has a zero-jump strategy for V with gain |V |/3. The constant 1/3 is the best possible.
Proof. The gain |V |/3 trivially follows from Observation 11. Let V = 100100100. For every element v of V there is a half-circle C v of size not greater than |V |/3 covering it. So no matter which element v Alice takes in the first turn, as Alice only makes shifts, Bob can play in such a way that Alice gets C v .
In the rest of this section we prove Theorem 3 (b).
Lower bound
In this subsection we show the strategy for Alice to gain at least 7/16 of the pizza.
We can assume that the number of slices is odd and that p(V ) < |V |/2 (otherwise Alice has a strategy with gain |P |/2 ≥ 7|P |/16).
We also fix a minimal triple of half-circles and a partition of V into arcs A, B, C, D, E and F given by Claim 12.
We can use the zero-jump strategy with gain equal to p(V ) and the onejump strategies from Claim 13 (and its analogues). It can be shown, however, that these strategies alone guarantee Alice only 3/7 of the pizza.
To improve Alice's gain we introduce one more one-jump strategy.
Claim 26. Alice has a one-jump strategy with gain 3b/8 + e/2 + min{c
Proof. If 3b/8 − e/2 ≤ 0, Alice starts by taking a slice from E and then she makes shifts only. As observed in the proof of Claim 13, the potential of any slice in E (and thus Alice's gain) is equal to e + min{c + d, f + a} ≥ 3b/8 + e/2 + min{c + d, f + a}.
For the rest of the proof we assume that 3b/8 − e/2 > 0. The main idea of the Alice's strategy is to start with taking a slice somewhere in the arc B and to jump at some appropriate moment before crossing the boundary of B.
Let k = l(B). For i = 0, 1, . . . k, let B i be the initial subarc of B of length i. Symmetrically, let B ′ i be the arc containing the last i slices of B. Similarly we define arcs E i and E
The functions h and h ′ can be used to measure the difference between Alice's and Bob's gain during the first phase (before Alice decides to jump). We call this difference an advantage of Alice. During the first phase, Alice takes a sub-arc of B and Bob takes an equally long subarc of E. If Alice took B j \ B i and Bob took E j \ E i during the first phase, then Alice's advantage is h(j) − h(i). The other possibility is that Bob took E j+1 \ E i+1 ; equivalently, Alice took B
In this case the advantage of Alice is
. By the minimality of the triple that determined the arcs A, B, . . . , F , both functions h and h ′ are non-negative. Similarly as in the previous strategies, Bob's best choice after Alice's jump is to let Alice take the rest of the arc E and one of the arcs CD or F A. It follows that if Alice's advantage is g, then her gain will be at least g + e + min{c + d, f + a}. It only remains to show that Alice can always achieve an advantage greater than or equal to 3b/8 − e/2.
Let i be the largest index such that h(i) ≤ 3b/8 − e/2. Symmetrically, Let i ′ be the largest index such that h ′ (i ′ ) ≤ 3b/8 − e/2. We distinguish two cases. During the first phase either Alice took B j and Bob took E j for some j ≥ i + 1, or Alice took B ′ j ′ and Bob took E ′ j ′ for some j ′ ≥ i ′ + 1. Alice's advantage is g = h(j) > 3b/8−e/2 in the first case and g = h ′ (j ′ ) > 3b/8−e/2 in the second case. Proof. The characteristic cycle V is depicted on Figure 12 . The size of the pizza is 32 which means that we need to show that Bob can get slices with the sum of the sizes at least 18. The potential of the cutting is 14, thus Alice has no zero-jump strategy with gain greater than 14.
It is easy to check that on the cutting sequence P , every zero slice has a neighboring nonzero slice and both neighbors of every nonzero slice are zero slices. If Alice starts by taking some zero slice, then Bob takes the nonzero slice. Alice can then jump, but since she cannot make any more jumps, she would get only at most the potential of V . If she does not jump, she takes a zero slice in her next turn and from Observation 9, Bob can take one of the two arcs. Since Bob already took a nonzero slice, the sum of the sizes of the two arcs is at most 30. If both the arcs have size 15, then both must contain a slice of size 5 because there are no other slices of odd size. But this is impossible because the two slices with size 5 are neighbors on the characteristic cycle. Thus one of the arcs has size at most 14 and if Bob chooses the other one, he gets 18 for the whole game. Now we may assume that Alice starts by taking a nonzero slice. In his first turn, Bob takes a zero slice such that Alice cannot take a nonzero slice in the next turn. In the first phase, Bob makes shifts. The first phase ends after Alice's jump or if Bob's shift would allow Alice to take a nonzero slice in her next turn.
If Alice jumped in the first phase, she would get at most the slice from her first turn plus the potential of one of its two neighbors from the cutting sequence P . But it is easy to verify that this would mean a gain at most 14 for Alice. If Alice did not start in v 4 or in v 10 and did not jump, then it is easy to verify that after the first phase, one of the two Bob's zero-jump strategies from Observation 9 guarantees Bob gain 18.
If Alice started in v 10 and the first phase did not end by Alice's jump, then Bob continues making shifts until either Alice jumps or his shift would allow Alice to take the v 18 slice in her next turn. This is the second phase. If Alice jumped during the second phase then Bob can make sure that she gets at most |v 10 |+|v 14 |+|v 4 |+|v 5 | = 12, see Figure 13 (left)). If she did not jump until the end of the second phase, then from Observation 9, Bob can make sure that Alice gets at most |v 10 | + |v 14 | + |v 9 | = 14, see Figure 13 (right). 
Linear Algorithm
In this section we describe an algorithm proving Theorem 6. For a given cutting of the pizza with n slices, the algorithm computes Alice's two-jump strategy with gain 4|P |/9 in time O(n).
Without loss of generality we may assume that |V | is a part of the input. The algorithm first computes consecutively the sizes of all n half-circles and finds a half-circle of minimum size in the following way. Consider the characteristic cycle V = v 0 v 1 . . . v n−1 . For i = 0 to n − 1 let s i be the variable in which the size of the half-circle with starting point v i , continuing in clockwise direction, is stored. Let s be the size of a currently minimal halfcircle H, and v the starting point of H. In the initialization step, compute After these precomputations we get a half-circle H of minimum size that we fix. Let v k and v k+(n−3)/2 be the two uncovered neighboring elements to H. In the following the algorithm computes the potentials of the elements of the uncovered arc X = v k . . . v k+(n−3)/2 . Any half-circle covering an element v i of X also covers v k or v k+(n−3)/2 . Let the right potential of v i be the minimum of the sizes of half-circles covering both v i and v k+(n−3)/2 . The algorithm computes the right potential p r for v k by comparing the values of s k−1 and s k , i.e., p r (v k ) := min{s k−1 , s k }. For i = k + 1 to k + (n − 3)/2 set p r (v i ) := min{p r (v i−1 ), s i }. Analogously let the left potential of v i be the minimum of the sizes of half-circles covering both v i and v k . The computation of the left potentials p l is similar. Obviously the potential of v i is min{p l (v i ), p r (v i )}. The computations are done in time O(n).
The potential of any element of X is at least as big as the potential of any element of H due to the minimality of H. Therefore p(V ) is equal to the maximal potential on X. If p(V ) ≥ |V |/2, then the algorithm returns an element of potential p(V ) in time O(n). This will be Alice's first turn and all her other turns will be shifts that can be computed in time O (1) .
From now on we assume that p(V ) < |V |/2. The algorithm finds the index j ∈ X for which p l (v j ) + p r (v j ) is minimal among all j such that both p l (v j ) and p r (v j ) do not exceed p(V ). There exists such a j ∈ X as a consequence of Claim 10 and Claim 12. Let H 1 be the half-circle that gives the left potential p l (v j ) for v j , and H 2 the half-circle that gives the right potential p r (v j ) for v j . Then H, H 1 and H 2 form a minimal triple. Indeed, suppose that there is a half-circle in the triple that can be replaced by a half-circle of strictly smaller size. Clearly, this half-circle is not H but H 1 or H 2 . A contradiction to the choice of j. We get that the triple is minimal.
Knowing That will occur at a median slice. The algorithm orders a+b+c, c+d+e and e+f +a. Assume without loss of generality that a + b + c ≤ c + d + e ≤ e + f + a. According to Section 2.5 Alice has three strategies with gains g 1 := e + f + a, g 2 := b/2 + e/4 + c + d and g 3 := f /2 + c/4 + a + b. These strategies were computed in time O(n) as described above. Alice chooses one of the three strategies corresponding to max{g 1 , g 2 , g 3 }. Once the strategy is known, Alice's turn can be computed in time O(1) in any position of the game.
Optimal strategies
The following result implies, for example, that Alice can be forced to make only jumps (except A 1 , A n ) in her optimal strategy.
Observation 28. For any n ≥ 2 and for any of the 2 n−2 n permutations allowed in the game on n slices, the pizza can be cut into n slices in such a way that if both Alice and Bob make only optimal turns then the order of taken slices is the chosen permutation.
Proof. We give the sizes 1, 1/2, 1/4, . . . in the order in which we want the slices to be taken.
In the rest of this section we describe an algorithm that computes both players' optimal strategy for a given cutting of the pizza with n slices in time O(n 2 ). This will prove Claim 7.
A position of a game is an arc X characterized by its leftmost slice x l and its rightmost slice x r or the empty-set if there are no more slices left. If l(X) = 1, then x l = x r . There are n 2 −n+2 possible positions X. The parity of l(X) determines whose turn it will be. For i = 0 to n − 1 the algorithm traverses all X with l(X) = i and decides the best strategy for the player on turn. The best possible gain on X is the value of X, denoted by v(X). The algorithm stores v(X) for all positions X. For i ∈ {0, 1} the strategy is obvious and v(X) = |X|. Let X − x be the arc X omitting the slice x. For i ≥ 2, v(X) = |X| − min{v(X − x j ), v(X − x r )} and the player takes the corresponding slice yielding the minimum in the previous expression. All this can be done in time O(n 2 ).
